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answer was evasive. Klinggraff was ordered to press for
a less oracular reply, and especially to ask Maria Theresa
for a definite assurance that she would not attack Prussia
that year or the next. Again the answer was evasive.
Frederick had expected nothing else, and had made
his preparations while awaiting it. It reached him on
August 25, and four days afterwards he crossed the Saxon
frontier.
Frederick had two reasons for invading Saxony, one
military, the other  political.     His   experience in the
second Silesian war had shown him the danger
reasons for   of leaving the electorate hostile in his rear.
In *744> after he had Passed through it into
Bohemia, believing it to be friendly, it had
risen against him, cut off his communications, and placed
him in great peril. He was not going to commit the
same mistake twice. In the, second place, the originals
of the Menzel documents were in the Dresden archives ;
if he could obtain and publish these, he would be able to
prove to Europe that he was not the aggressor. It is
sometimes maintained that while he had good ground
for making war on Austria, he was not justified in attack-
ing Saxony. This view is hardly tenable. Saxony, it is
true, had not definitely committed herself by signing any
treaties hostile to Prussia (at any rate since the partitioning
treaty of Warsaw), but of the hostility of her intentions
there was not the smallest doubt.
§ 2.  The Invasion of Saxony.
Frederick expected no resistance from the Saxon army,
and thought that he would be able in a few days either
Frederick's     tO  (^Sarm **> °r>  aS  ^e  h°Ped,  to  Compel  the
plan o7° S   King of Poland (Elector of Saxony) to yield
operations.      ^  Up  tQ   j^   an£  make  common   cause  with
Prussia.    When this had been done and his route secured,

